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US Threatens New Sanctions on Iran

By Peter Symonds, January 04 2016

The Iranian regime has reacted angrily to threats by the Obama administration last week to
impose new sanctions targeting individuals and companies connected to its ballistic missile
program.

The Turkish-ISIL Oil Smuggling Operation: The US and NATO Are Also Involved…

By Mahdi Darius Nazemroaya, January 04 2016

The Turkish government is not acting alone in Syria and Iraq. The corrupt leadership of the
Kurdistan Regional Government, Britain, Israel, and the United States are also involved.

Netanyahu Bribes Republican Congressmen to Change Their Iran Votes

By Bill Palmer, January 04 2016

United States President Obama has long had a strained relationship with Israeli  Prime
Minister  Benjamin  Netanyahu,  despite  the  two  nations  being  historically  close  allies.
Obama’s reasoning has been straightforward: Netanyahu is a corrupt warmonger.

Captured ISIS Terrorist Admits Stolen Oil Arrives in Turkey Daily

By Stephen Lendman, January 04 2016

Russian  surveillance  footage,  independent  investigative  journalists  and  others  exposed
Erdogan’s  oil  smuggling  racket,  complicit  with  ISIS,  refining  and  selling  stolen  Syrian  and
Iraqi oil on the black market – Israel a key beneficiary.
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Executing Political Opponents: Saudi Arabia’s Growing Body Count

By Tony Cartalucci, January 04 2016

Mass executions at home, war abroad – Saudi Arabia tries to kill its way out of adversity.
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